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Reply Comments of the Motion Picture Association of America
To expand viewers’ access to compelling programming, downloadable security
solutions—or any compatibility effort—must support the security and business terms that enable
content providers to explore innovative distribution models and finance diverse, quality
programming in the first place, as the Motion Picture Association of America explained in its
initial comments.1 The Downloadable Security Technology Advisory Committee produced a
valuable report that catalogs the great technological diversity of video distribution systems;
itemizes the myriad choices viewers have for accessing programming on the devices of their
choosing; and outlines a non-burdensome, flexible, HTML5-based downloadable security and
applications-based framework that could support innovative video delivery on most any system
without weakening security or violating licensing agreements.2
That is all Congress asked for.3 None of the language in section 106(d) of the Satellite
Television Extension and Localism Act Reauthorization of 2014 expresses any expectation by
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Congress that the FCC would take additional steps following completion of the DSTAC report or
meander into non-security related video issues.4
Rather than build off the DSTAC report to develop voluntary, workable technical
solutions and business models in the marketplace, some commenters are hoping the FCC will
mandate their preferred AllVid-like approach.5 That approach would allow certain stakeholders
to exploit for their own commercial gain the content and features of video services created by
others. This is not only inappropriate, but also unnecessary in light of the availability of a wide
range of content and services on a large and growing variety of in-home and mobile devices.6
Ordinarily, the types of arrangements AllVid proponents seek are accomplished through
licensing agreements, an approach that is preserved in the DSTAC’s “Applications-Based”
proposal. The best use of the DSTAC report may be as a resource describing a variety of
technical specifications that existing and would-be device and service providers can refer to as
they work collaboratively to design and roll out voluntary arrangements for accessing content in
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Congress does want FCC action, it does not hesitate to say so. See, e.g., Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1988, Pub. L.
No. 100-667, 102 Stat. 3949, 3958, secs. 203-04 (Nov. 16, 1988) (explicitly authorizing two inquiries and follow-on
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the marketplace. This would benefit consumers, programmers, distributors, and device
manufacturers by further expanding the number of platforms for the distribution and viewing of
video content—without the harms of a mandate.
House Energy and Commerce Committee Ranking Member Frank Pallone recently urged
the FCC to “hit the pause button on regulating streaming video.”7 He said the FCC’s proposed
intervention there would merely “prop up some video business models” rather than “actually
make people better off,” and cautioned that “regulating certain business models does risk stifling
innovation.”8 The same sentiments apply here. Mandating the burdensome, one-size-fits-all
AllVid approach would chill investment, innovation, competition, and marketplace diversity
while weakening security.9 Compelling content owners to disassemble their programming for use
by others would also abrogate contracts and licensing agreements, raising issues under copyright
law, as well as the First and Fifth Amendments, especially absent a specific congressional
mandate to do so.10 The FCC wisely avoided this morass in 2010 by declining to pursue the
AllVid proposal. We and other commenters ask that the FCC again make that wise choice.11
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The FCC has neither jurisdiction over copyright matters, nor the authority to override the
Copyright Act. For that very reason, Congress recently cautioned the Commission to consult
with the committees of jurisdiction before making regulatory changes—even those that are
within the agency’s jurisdiction—that might impact copyright law.12
Commenters’ claims that copyright’s fair use doctrine allows the FCC to mandate
disassembly of content, features, and services13 are misplaced. First, fair use is an affirmative
defense to a claim of copyright infringement. It cannot be definitively determined until
adjudicated by a court, based on the specific facts of the case, after carefully analyzing the
factors set forth in Section 107 of the Copyright Act.14 It therefore cannot be used anticipatorily
to bless all manner of encroachments on content owners’ exclusive rights under section 106.
Second, content owners have no obligation to facilitate purported fair uses by third
parties,15 which is what the FCC would necessarily be requiring by mandating disassembly. In
fact, content owners may take measures to prevent duplication, redistribution, or performance of
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their works, and consumers may not disable those measures absent a specific exception.16 Nor
may the FCC weaken those measures under section 629.17
Third, any assumption that the proposed uses here would amount to a fair use—either by
the consumers or the commercial entities that seek to facilitate such uses—is flawed as a matter
of copyright law. Under the fair use doctrine, “[t]he courts have … properly rejected attempts by
for-profit users to stand in the shoes of their customers making nonprofit or noncommercial
uses.”18 And as to the individuals, the U.S. Copyright Office recently undertook a detailed fair
use analysis of the types of uses proposed here and concluded—properly—that there is
“insufficient legal authority to support the claim that [space- and format-shifting] are likely to
constitute fair uses under current law.”19 The FCC does not have jurisdiction over copyright law,
and should defer to the Copyright Office’s interpretation of the Copyright Act, just as the FCC
would expect the Copyright Office to defer to its interpretation of the Communications Act.
Dictating to content providers and distributors what content they must make available to
third parties—as well as how—would also raise significant First Amendment issues. As the
Supreme Court has made clear, government forced access to media “brings about a confrontation
with the express provisions of the First Amendment and the judicial gloss on that
Amendment.”20 Congress has been careful to minimize the Communication Act’s impact on
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speech,21 and is explicit when it wants the FCC to regulate in ways that bear upon the First
Amendment.22 Thus, to avoid potential First Amendment issues, the FCC must not interpret
provisions of the Act as authorizing regulation of speech absent express language. Section 629
neither authorizes the level of interference proposed by the AllVid proponents nor allows the
FCC to force content owners to make their programming available in particular ways.23
Accordingly, the MPAA urges the Commission to reject requests by some parties to
mandate the “virtual head-end” or similar proposals. Prescribing by regulation one approach may
be good for a particular set of stakeholders in search of market opportunities for their devices and
services, but not for consumers, or the programmers and distributors they rely upon to produce
and distribute high-quality video programming.
Respectfully submitted,

Neil Fried
Senior Vice President, Government and Regulatory Affairs
Motion Picture Association of America
1600 Eye Street N.W.
Washington, D.C., 20006
(202) 293-1966
Nov. 9, 2015
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